High gradient magnetic cell sorting and internal standardisation substantially improve the assay for somatic mutations at the glycophorin A (GPA) locus.
In the MACS-BR6 version of the GPA assay [Int. J. Radiat. Res. 70 (1996) 131] variant red blood cells (RBC) are isolated from 5 x 10(8) normal RBC by magnetic cell separation (MACS) before detection and quantification by immunolabelling and flow cytometry as in the classical BR6 assay. In the present work it is described how the MACS-BR6 assay is improved by internal standardisation with FITC-labelled RBC. This modification of the assay has the advantage that (i) the analysis of variants is not disturbed by the overwhelming number of normal RBC that (ii) the precision of the assay is improved and finally that (iii) a sufficient number of variants is available for further investigations. Tn positive RBC behave in MACS like variants. It is demonstrated that in normal individuals Tn cells (frequency: approximately 2 x 10(-8)) do not disturb the assay.